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SYNOPSIS 
An estimate is made of the influence of ductility on the 
ability of steel frame mill buildings to withstand earthquake motionsQ 
It appesrs that the energy dissipation which accompanies ductile ~tio~ 
serves to reduce the peak stresses markedly. fr~ctility also lessens 
the differencea in peak response to random base motions feT buildinga 
of thi 9 ~; aBS having n~arly the same natuTal frequencisso 
Novel features of the investigation are 
(1) The replacement of actual earthq~~e records by rando~ 
groUnd motions o fOT purposes of 9tr~c~ral analysi9 0 
(2) The development of a variant of the phag~=plane method 
of ena,lysis g using relat1:ve d1splaaements a"'ld. velocitisEo The methud. 
is e~end9d to include plasiic behavioTo 
vi. 
INF.LUENCE OF DUCTILITY ON THE RESPONSE OF SI1-1PIE STRUCTURES 
----- - -- ----~ 
TO EARTHQ,Ulili:E 1-!OTIONS 
I. INTRODUCTIONo 
J 1. Object and Scope of Investigation 
John Ro Freeman I s book ~arthquake Damage and Earthquake Insurance tl 
(27)1 was published in 19329 In-the course of his book\) which is a mine 
of information on the subj ect \) Freeman -estimated the total cost of earth-= 
quake damage in the United States during the preceding one hundred years 
(excluding the loss due to fires caused by earthquakes) at forty million 
dollars~ He also remarka~ 
"There is abundant proof that earthquake violence is 
ver,r rarely irresistible\) also that earthquake resisting 
construction is .feasible g and is .not unduly expensiveo~ 
It is ironic to realize that the earthquake of March II\) 1933 at Long 
Beach\) California caused damage estimated at fifty million dollars o 
Much has been accomplished since 1933 to achieve the earthquake= 
resistant construction advocated by Freeman (25)0 In particular p the 
building codes of a number of California cities contain provisions whieh 
requiTe the design of structures to include provision for resisting hOTi~ 
zontal forces proportional to the mass of the structure (299 30)0 The 
analyses upon Which these provisions are based usually aggume the struc= 
ture to behave completely elaaticallyo ActuallYD in any strong=motion 
earthquake g this is not likely to be the caaSe The present work is ~ 
attempt to assess the influence and importance of the ductile property of 
steel structures in connection with their ability to resist earthquake 
damage~ 
Since we cannot hope to guess the precise details of the motion of 
future earthquakes or even their general magnitude g Houaner has suggested 
(12) that~ so far as their effect on structures is concerne~Q actual 
earthquakes may be replaced. by a ficti tious gound motiono The CharMie2"~ 
istics of this motion are discussed in Chapter II. At this point it 
should be said that any approach based on the constructio:1 of "flctitlouE~ 
or Utypical t1 earthquakes' assumes tacitly that the important features of 
1 Numbers in parentheses refer to the annotated bibliography at the 
end of the paper. 
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the response of the structure (e~go the maximum deflection) do not depend 
on details of the accelerogramo Some evidence that this is so may be 
drawn from the present work o 
A number of po~sible earthquake motions~ based on HousnerOg analyses 
of past Btrong~motion earthquA~e99 have been conatructed o The response of 
a class of simple structures to each of five of these motions has been de~ 
terminedo The type of structure investigated has been the single~ator7 
mill building. The cnaraeteristics of such structures are disGussed in 
Chapter IIIo With the assumptions justified in that chapters this class 
of structure may be treated as a single-degree-of~freedom systemo Within 
limits determined by the instantaneous value of the permanent sei~ the 
motion of the etructure is taken to be elastic, outside these limits it is 
taken to be J)erfectly plastic o The method of analysis developed for thiB 
report can ·readily be extended to include strain=hardeningQ Perfaot plas~ 
tici ty has been introduced only a.s a Gonvanience o This has removed the 
necessity for considering an additional param~terp the strain=hardening 
coefficient 0 
The first original contribution of this report is the development of 
a. graphical method of analysis for the response of an elaa<~ic=:plastic sin-
..... 
gl&-degree-of-fr.~Qm system to a complex base motionQ This method g which 
is based on the pha5e-.plane appr oach\) is explained in detail in Cnapt eT IV 0 
The conclusions of the analysis are discussed in Chapte~B V and Vio 
It Should be carefully borne in mind that these conclusions are limited ~o 
single story mill buildings having steel skeletons. They are alae limited 
in validity by the fact that they are based on the results of studies of 
only five ground motionso Since the effects of these ground motions co~= 
respond to the effects of actual eaTthquakes only i~ a statis~ical 8enB@~ 
it would be most de~irable to have available the results of~ largeT nuru= 
ber of analyseso Certainly we are not in a. posl tion to 'be d.ogmatic abou.~ 
the general validity of the~e results o On the other hand g a '7ers d~ini~8 
trend~ in agTeement with common BsnS9 and st~ctural design praetiee 9 is 
:re't:'Daled~ 
Befor~ rru.mmarizing the principal conclusious which may leg! tima~ ely 
be inferred from the results of this inveotigationo we list ~he principal 
parameters under studY8 
p = natural frsquency of (undamped) vibration of the atruc= 
ture o radians per second. 
X~ root mean square amplitude of the ground motion o 
x = maximum (dynamic) deflection of top of column with 
max 
respect to baaeo This quantity is ta.ken as an index 
of the damage suffered by the structure o 
~ = ductility inde~ of Bt~~cture9 the maximum deflection 
of the top of a column rela.tive to ita base Yhichcan 
take place before the onest of plastiC aeticn in the 
column 0 ror a. perfectly' elastic 5t:ru.etur~ 6 - 00 g 
for a perfectly plastic atructuI'~ II - 00 
The quantities.~ and II may be reduced to a dimensionless form by divid= 
, ma:[ 
ing by 1:9 the root mean square ampli tudso When this is <ione g these Clua:n= 
titieti acquire 8. desirable generality sines they become applicaols to 
ground motions on any ecalso In the present york this ha$ been ~eom= 
plished by altering the scale of the ground motion g sa explained in 
Chapter II 9 so Si to have in 6&Ch ca~e X equal to tmi tyo 
The conGlusions of the investigation can be ~~ax1zed as follo~~g 
(A) When computed on the assumption of perfect elasticityo the 
,responses of two similar structures to the same ground motion may be 
entirely different if their natural frequenci8s are slightly diffeT9~~o 
~e effect of ductile a.ction is to lessen this variation i~ reapon6a o 
(B) As ~o the maximum deflection which the structu~e ean unde~go 
before the bnset of plastic aation g is red~edo the influence of ductil~ 
ity increa8~S and the strueture shows a Duch smaller respO~8e to random 
ground motiono This effe~t appears to be quite pronounc'sd and ind.ica.~6t3 
that analyaea based on completely elastic osha7ior aTe spt to give mi5= 
leading results o 
(0) Since o other things being equal o 6tiff structures will ha~e 
smaller values of the ductility indexo ~g it follows that such 8truet~e6 
viII undergo less d~formetiong provided that the deforma-tiM. d:)8S not 
reMh such an enreme magnituda that actual l'Upture of the steel skelaton 
takes placeo 
Stiff structures which survive an -earthquake may therefo:r'e be ex .... 
L_.3 J.~ -'1~+''''''!''> 10lC=Zs:a m1rJAT"ficial damaee (da'stIuct.lon of curtain valls o 
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breaking of lintels, windows p and interior partitions). 
(D) Within the range of normal desi~, the maximum shearing force 
encountered during the earthquake generally increases as the stiffness of 
the structure is increased. Since the resistance to shear also increases 
with stiffness~ this cannot be used as an argument against stiff design. 
(E) The average of the maximum response for the five different 
ground motions studied becomes more and more nearly independent of the 
natural frequency of the structure as the influence of ductility is in~ 
creased. 
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IIo GENERAL DISCUSSION OF EARTHQUAKE l-farION~., 
Nature of the Motion 
The effect of earthquakes on structures is qui te compl1.eated be~a'DlS3 
of the erratie and unpredictable nature of the detail~ of the ground m~= 
tion and the highly indeterminate vibratory behavior of the atruciures o 
The non=rig:1d coupling of the foundation of the structure with thetrl: ..oslJil 
tend~ to decrease the natural frequency of the structuT6S and further com= 
plicates the probl~o This latte~ effect is ent~Taly neglected 1~ this 
study 0 
~ue characteristics of past ea~thquake8 have been investigated by 
Dro Go Wo Housner (12) 0 Since HouBner a s eonclusi:)l.ls form a 0.9.;31.19 fo%" the 
1'T·.aS€?l·':· study I) '\cfa s'UIfimarize them below o 
When an. und9JIl¥sd elastic structure is subje~t6d to an a!'b1t~a~ 
ground mot iOilQ the expreasic-ns for' di r:splaerament I) veloe1 t,y 9 9t'l'e~e g and 
other quanti tiati of structural importance tak5 the g9neTal fom (3) g 
or 
. tOOt ~ 
~ (§i~ p~ I x cos ~ d~ ~ COB p~! x sin ~ d~) 
o 0 
1b 
Where Q, is a. factor dspending only on the phyaieal properties of the 
11 
structureD x i9 the aeeeleration of the ~cund motiong p i8 one of th@ 
natural frequencies of the atTU~turel)·~~d t is the timg e In practice g of 
courseo ~ will be a rather complex expres8iong the importa~t faGt is tha~ 
the influence of the ground motion appears only 1~ the brseke~6d term®o 
This e~ression may be written in the fo~m 
~ M 2 t tf 2 1/2 [( !~ ~ cos p~ d~) ~ < J A sin p? d~) J Gcs(pt ~ a; 2 
o 0 
From a structural viewpointD inteTe~t esnters iil the ms~~w~ (with ~8= 
spect to time) value of the bracketed quantity of expressio~ 20 This 
quantltyo designated a8 Ro was cc-mputed by Housn.sI' 8.:d a function of '~ha 
natural (circula::") frs\fuencySl PI) of the structUt"6 for the ten strong=ma= 
tion earthquakes for ~which reliable Mc;sler.)gramaare availableo Yli was 
found that the quantity R was eSB8ntially constanc 9 ind$pande:ar, of p OiJ'eT 
B. wide rang6 0 SInce R has the dimensions of a velt'citYD t·hid :f:~~t ia 
sometimes expl"essad by SB:)1'ing that the velocity spect:t'Ulll ('V"::!itta~io:n wl~h 
p) of ob8er~ed earthquakes is constant o 
" Consider now a hypothetical ground motion for Which x is identi~ 
oally zero except at n instants of timeo t i , chosen at random~ at Whi~h H . 
instants x becomes infinite in such a w~ that 
tt J x d,. = a con8ta.nt~ say = r' 3 
For this groun~ motion the quantity R has the form 
n 2 n' 2 1(2 
R = r [( t COg pt i ) + ( t sin pti ) ] 1 1 
4 
Hausner plotted R against p for a number of these hypothetical random 
ground motions an9-. found that in the case of thes&--m~tions\l the velocity 
spectrum was essentially constant o .This result he also inferred from con~ 
siderations baaed on the mathematical theory of probability_ 
These studies indicate that the recorda of earthquakes exhibit char= 
acteristics of randomness and suggest thato insofar ~ ~ response ~ 
structures .~ concerned\) a IGmathsmatical modelOQ of a.n earthquake can be 
obtained by assuming a set of random acceleration impuls6so According to 
Housner the manner in which this randomness appears is not important so 
far as the behavior of structures is concernedD that iS 9 the pulses may bs 
randoI!l in time\) or in magni tudeo But here\) both variations have bean con..:. 
sidered~ 
Housnero s study indieat-ei:" that wi thin the nonnel range of periods of 
structures (about 0.2 sec o to 2&0 seco) there is no dominant ground periodo 
Housner further pointed out that earthquake motions measured in 
sites having widely different subsurface conditions displayed the same 
random character o Of couTse o two sites o one on an alluvial flood plain~ 
the other on hardpan or Bound rock, will undergo quite different root mean 
(square 81l1pll tudes in s. given earthqus-ke", Generally speakingp poor founda= 
tion conditions are found to be accompanied by greater sensitivity to 
earth~aakeGo This is reccgnized in the building codes of the City of Los 
Angeles (29) and the California ~tate Division of Architectur>e (30) wh:l.~h 
require an increase in the horizontal design force When the allowabl~ 
80i1 pressure is le9s t~~L 29 000 Ib o per sqo fto in the first ~aba or 
49000 lbo per sq" fte in the second caS9 0 The importance of the o·baeNSP 
tion in the first sentence of this paragraph lies in the fact that the 
e 
i 
~ . 
! 
, 
;. 
i 
t 
! 
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root mean square amplitude of the motion ia the parameter which is used. 
to reduce the quantities ~ and x a to a dimensionless fOTmo For this m x 
reason" the result s of the analyses present.ed in this report can be 
adapted to a wide variety of subsurface condi tions o 
4. Fictitious S±~pped Ground Motions 
For convenienee in analyzing the affe~ta of earthqUakes on st~~ 
ture8~ it is desirable to use fictitious ground motions in pl~e of 
MtUa.l. aacelerogrBms o There are two ad:vantagss to introduc!z.g theaa 
fietltiou§ ground motions. First9 we can get many of thaw aaBily whe~¢aa 
. 
only a few 9trong=motic~ earthquaked have been adequately ~e6nrdsdo 
Second" a fictitious ground motion can ba mo~e OT les9 ideali~ad" which 
simp11fisB the analysiso . 
The fictitious ground motion9 ~?uld~ howa~er" hawe random Ch8X~= 
teristiGs similar to those of reaL earthqusksa. d>~ stepped function. 
with 20 movemen~Bg ene immediately after anotharv Wag Ch08~ fo~ this 
purpose o These fictitious ground motlv~a are composad by aelectio~ f~Q~ 
a table o~.\ .. ra.ndom n"Wnbers (32) I¥ EMh movement haa been chosen Ta.!ldow. in 
..,..: ... -
- direction" in ampii~de and in duratiOI1o 
Only the horizontal component of the g~o~d movement 1a aonsid®~&i 
in the analyaiso This simpllfieaticn seems T6aaonsble 51nG~ 'eo~sntio~= 
al de§ign praetiee providss an ample fMtor of Ciafety against ~e!''(tiaal 
foreaso FuTthermOTe~ each hori2:ontal puls's can be resolved into two 
perpendicular components o We concern ourselves only with the (2).6 whieh 
, acts in the weakest principal direetion of the ~tructurao Thi~:18 th® 
worst possible eass and is the onl1 one which is ansly~edo 
The dire,l!t ion of eaah pul S8 g proj act. ad 0Zl. the minimum princlps'l 
direction of thB etTUctuTSI) is randcmized us1ng the crii:,8r:' IDn of either 
odd or even values of a set of random numberao 
In choOSing the variation of smpli tTids' cf the grou..nd m':,'Ciu~o ~OTI.= 
sideration ha,a been giveJi to the fact that; 6illa.11 oS01l1at:1..,1;:bS vc:c~u.:r met-s 
frequently than large oneso With t·hi 8 o"b 6e!,~'8.t i on the pv SGi b ili ty of ~ 
pulse being el t.her 6Inall or large is aaaumed. to be gl ~-e::l by the GB.:l1Qsj.~ 
di at r-l but iv~o, la.lf~. 
The gene:t'al equation of the probability curva accordIng to the 
Gaussian distribution law is 
f = ( 1/ ~ X) 5 
in which 
x = amplitude Qf ground movement o 
~ = the expected frequency of a ground movement of amplitude xo 
A = root mean square amplitude o 
The total area. under this curve from x ~ <:DOC to X = +ro ia equal· to l~ 
that iS 9 
Ho'W'ever 5.l 
P = /*,00 
C:OC<J 
when these 
p =]*3 
=3 
i . 
f ~ ~ J+DO ( l!%~ 
=00 
limits are taken from =3 
2 
<= x2/2X 
dx ~ 1 6 e 
to +39 
7 
showing that the probability of the amplitude falling inside of thesa 
limitB is very higho in other ~rdsg when the Toot mean square amplitude 
is taken equa.l to unit Yo the maximum amplitude will almost always be le~B 
than 30 With this obsel"Va.tionl) the follOwing device has been used to 
choose amplitudes a.pprorlmately according to the Gaussian diatributiono 
Figure 7 is a. probability curve for ~ = 10 It is clear that wheir! 
x = 39 the crurve is almost coincident with the x=axiao Furthermore g the 
curve is symmetrical with respect to f=a%is o so we need treat one=half of 
the curve only. 
in order to choose the values of 20 ampli ttidG~ approxima.tely sc= 
cording to Gauss s distribution9 the area under the probability curve was 
divided into five equal ~ene~ as shown in Figo 70 Four valu.e~ wars'c·han 
ra....~domly chosen from within 6Mh zone o These four amplitudes ware chosan 
frum a. table of randem numbers in the follovring 'YfSyo Starting a:t any 
point in the table g and ta...~ing the four digit n~m.bers a.ppearing there to 
be decima19 9 successive numbers were taken frtm the tabls o 
of the amplitude o ~o vera a.ssigned to the corresponding areas of Figo 70 
eX06I/G that when &-ry area had. ~q1l1;:,ed fol.!l" p-tlls8s o further numbeT8 lyi:ng 
in tha.t area 'ylsre orrd tt 63..0 
After 20 numbera representing amplitude had thus been chosen\) they 
ware listed 6ide by side with any other set of 2CJ random numbe:i"'s fT()m th'~ 
tableo The first set of numbers \ta9 given a random order by treating the 
numbers as pairs and arranging the second set in o=der of magnitudeo 
.~ 
I 
~ ; 
t 
f 
t 
i 
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In order to have these ground motions on a comparable basiB D that 
is, to keep the root mean square intensity of each motion cvnstant~ and 
equal to unitY9 the amplitudes of each pulse were divided by the root 
mean square amplitude~ A~ The root mean square amplitude p AD ia Gom~ 
puted from the following equation, 
in which\! 
A = amplitude of the pulse. 
d ~ durat ion of each pulse. 
g 
For exampleS! the value of XfOT. ground motion I was fOlli,d to be 008740 
All of the original amplitudes~ Column 3 of Table 10 were divided by 
this number to give the adjusted amplitudes of. Column 60 These adjU9~= 
ed values giving a root mean square amplitude of unity have been ussd 
Of CQUl"se 9 other para.meters having the dimensions of length cO"'~ld 
have been used instead of. Ao For example\) the mea.n amplitude might h.t:W~ 
been employed as a standardizing valU8 e 
Since periods within the range from 001 seeo to 2 0 0 se~Q show ab~t 
equal occurrence during observed strong=motion earthquakas 9 the dUTaticn~ 
of aesumed pulses were chosen within this range from a table of random 
numbers 0 This wae accomplished by pickingo from any part of the tabl~9 
20 numbers!) as nearly sucaesaiV9 as possible 9 baaring in mi:nd the neCSia= 
sity for rejact1ng dura~ions outside the rangeD 0 0 1 saco to.2 0 0 sec 0 
Each duration in this range thus had ea~entially the same probability of 
OCCUI"renC60 
Since 20 pulse~ are used in each fict·i tiou8 moti onl) the d1.11"ati O~ 
of each earthquake is arbitrarily limited to about 20 S8Ce This 18 
reasonable b~aUge the most de~tructive part of real earthquakes has 
about the ~&ma durationo 
Detail~ of five fictitious ground motions used for analysis are 
listed in Tables 1 to 5 and are plotted in Figs. 1 to 5Q 
It must be Admitted that the motions of Tables 1 to 5 and Flgso 1 
to 5 are objectionable on n number of counts. In the first plae~ th~7 
do not ulook like tC an. earthquake motion. This was noticed by H(nlc.1uer-
" 
\ 
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TA:Bnl 10 
HYPOTHETICAL GRocrND MOTION Type I. 
No. of Sign Amplitude Dura.tion Adjusted" A, 
Pulse A' d A2 d A / X 
1 1.000 1084 10840 10144 ' 
2 co? 00 789 1.72 10071 0 0 903 " 
3 
"'*' 
0.781 " 1 60 0.976 0.894 " 0 
4 0.320 1037 0.140 "0,,366 
5 cfo 0.130 " 1024 0.021 00149 
6' 1.75° 1090 50819 2"0002 
7 + 00239 1024 00071 00273 
8 + 1.275 1083 2·975 10459 
9 + 00673 0.89 00403 00770 
10 + 0028g 1038 0 0 115 00330 
11 + 00502 1099 00502 00574 
12 10742 0 0 18 00546 , 10993 
13 " + 1.701 0.32 00926 10946 
14 + 20583 0020 10334 20955 
15 + 10106 1 0 18 1.443 10265 
16 00628 1066 00 655 00719 
17 + 00031 1096 0 0 002 0 0 035 
18 + 1 0 116 0~40 00498 10271 
19 .00376 1081 0.256 00 t~30 
20 ... 0 0 100 -0 0 95 0 0 010 00114 
Summation 25066 190603 
A= 008740 
'. 
'. 
\ 
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TABlE 2. 
HYPOTHETICAL GROUND MOTION Ty})e 110 
Noo of Sign Amplitude Duration AdjUsted A 
Pulse A d A2 d A/X 
1 + 00767 1Q s4 10083 0.726 
2 + 10814 0075 2.468 1.718 t 3 10866 1037 40770 1.767 
4 00009 1.24 00000 0.009 t 
5 00630 1.45 00576 0.397 
! 
,! 
I 
'r 
6 + 08906 1.24 1 0 018 OogS8 
7 + 0.914 1.83 10529 0.866 
8 + 0.157 <,', 0061 00015 00149 f 
9 0.8GO 0041 00318 0.833 r + ( f. 
10 00192 1.42 0.052 00182 ~ t 
i' 
11 + 00350 0.5S 0.071 00331 ~ , 
,.. -~q 
"iI r.r1 f'\ c....,c.. 
" 7'" r 12 U.(O.L i .L.\,.IO vovc:.v ""'0 1'-"'"' ~ 13 00648 0.32 0.134 00614 r 
14 20 054 , 1083 70721 10945 i 
15 + 10221 0 0 20 0.298 10156 ' J 
16 00056 
l 
+ 00059 0.20 00001 ~ 
17 , 00345 " c.." 00080 1"'1 7.~T f + u.o{ v0..lc;;.. 
+ 1S 00365 0083 00111 A ~4C Uo) 0 ? 
19 193B1 04118 00343 1030S ~ 
20 0.495 1025 00306 0.469 
SummatiC'm 19030 210520 
A= 10 0559 t 
~ 
f 
f 
~ 
~ 
~ 
.. 
), 
Ii 
~ 
, 
t 
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T.AJ3LE 3· 
HYPOTHETICAL GROUND MOTION Type III .. 
No. of Sign Amplitude Duration Adjusted A 
Pu.l.se A d A2 d AlI: 
1 1.268 l.85 4.582 0.859 
2 20175 1.,09 50156 10473 
3 + 0.323 0~45 0.047 00217 
4 0.620 1.84- 0·707 00420 
5 2.667 1094 . 13-799 1.807 
6 0.,066 1·90 00008 0.045 
'"'P + 2.008 1094 7.822 10360 I 
g 2t>869 1.30 100701 10943 
9 '*' 00475 0.18 00041 00322 
10 + 0 0 032 0089 0 0 001 00022 
11 .... 00673 0.47 00213 00456 
12 + 00435 0 .. 15 0.028 0.295 
13 1.042 0.50 0.543 0.,706 
14 + 0 0 185 1.10 0.038 00125 
15 + 00939 1078 1.570 0.636 
16 006S7 101S 00557 00 465 
17 + 0 .. 970 . 1036 1.280 00 657 
18 0.721 0~4s 00 250 00488 
19 + 00269 0.,24 00011 0.182 
20 + 00193 1.11 00041 \ 0.131 
Summation 21075 470341 
A= 1.4763 
;,. 
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TABLE 4. 
" 
HYPOTEETIQAL GROUND NOTION Type IV. 
(:' 
No. of Sign Amplitude Duration Adjusted A" 
Pulse A d .A,2 d A.I A 
1 + 0.OS7' 1.38 0.010 00073 
2 0.696 1.09 0·528 0.5~3 
3 0.498 1.43 0.355 0.417 t 4 2.340 0.72 3.942 1·958 t 5 + 1.265 1.62 2·592 1.059 ~ ~ 
.. 
6 a 2.133 1.10 5·005 1·785 
7 0.489 1.83 . 0.438 0.409 
g 2.223 - \.- 7.26'4- ., ~c.., !. .Lo'+{ .1..0U.1. t 9 + 0.828 0.47 ·0.322 0.693 f 
10 + 0.167 0.69' 0.019 0.140 ( ~ 
11 + 1.078 0.21 0.244 0.902 
12 0.156 1·77 0.043 0.131 
13 + 0.379 1.08 0.155 0·317 
14 + 0.887 1.02 0.S03 00742 
15 0.399 0.20 0.032 0.334 
16 0.534 0.14 0.040 0.447 
17 + 0.099 1.96 0.019 0.083 
18 20464 1.?1 7.~hh 2.062 I ............ 
0.920 0.40 0.339 0.770 { 19 + f 20 + 0.554 1.11 0.341 0.464 t 
Summation 20·90 29·837 
A= 101948 r 
;. 
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TAB IE 50 
," 
HYPOTHETIOAL GROUND MOTION Type V. 
No.~of Sign .Amplitude Duration Adjusted A 
l'u1s'e A' d A2 d A/X 
1 0.319 '0.41 00042 ,00335 
2 
'*' 
2.253 '0.75 39~O7 20363 
3 + (\;115 0094'-- 00 56; 00813 
.4 0.028 1~35 00011 0.029 
'-:.5 + '0.432 1072 00321 0.453 
6 00353 1.38 00172 0.370 
7 0.623 1032 00512 00 653 
S + 2.089 1.45 60328 2.191 
9 + 0.195 1.09 00041 0.205 
10 0.478 1099 0.455 00501 
11 + 00993 .0.58 00572 10041 
12 0.660 0018 00078 00692 
13 ... 0.174 1002 00031 00182 
14 '.2.773 q020 1053~ 20908 
.15 + 0.967 0.20 O~lg7 10014 
16 + 0.875 0067 00'513 OoCJ1S 
17 + 1.835 0.18 . 0.606 10924 
18 + 10023 1.73 logI1 1.073 
19 Oci'1~1 1.,21 00341 Oc')'1(, 
20 0.2~9 1.45 00090 Oo2bi 
Summation 19·82 18.021 
r= 0·9535 
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III. TYPE OF STRUCTtJRE INVESTIGATED. 
,. ~7Fes of .Action of Structures under EarthquakeBo 
The problsm of ths effect of eartli;.tLakstl on structu.ras is in Teale::> 
ity a camplex vibration problemo It is closely related to the problem of 
the cantilever beam~ or more precisely to the cantilever shear beam~ whan 
the fixed end of that beam is forced to describe a certain definite me= 
tiono The term ~shear beam oo is used here to mean that the defle~tiun of 
the structure is mainly due to a shearing type of actio~o 
FOT ordinar,r buildings of moderate ~eightD the rigidity of the 
columnei is u8Ually leas than that of the tTancwersa gi:rd.e:rB piua the floOT 
SY8t~Q in this ease When the building is 8Qbjected to late~al loadsD it 
suffers a Mshear~ type of distortion as shown in Figa Sbo 
For very tall buildings or buildings of Utiusual deeigng the rigid.= 
i ty of the tran~erBe girders and the floor ayetem may be considerably 
. , 
less than the :~g1ditY of. the columnao in these C·S.SG6 D ~bendingQU dm'o1f= 
mation of the type shown in Figo 8e may acecunt fo~ a Gonsidarable peT= 
centage of the total 8tress~ 
6. Assumptions 
In thi s study!> analyses are made fer a simplified one=story f:rrun~ 
buildingo This structure. may be regarded as a single d.eg:g::e6 of f~6edom 
u.rstem and therefors D following the ugual t:rsatment~ it may be c©~aids~ad 
as single concentrated mass conneeted to an equivslent springo 
it 19 aSS"JIned that the mBS s of the atl"Uetur8 i B con~en trated .a~ 
the tops of the col~~s and that this mass is ~~e~rieal with r@5paat to 
the rigidity distribution of the Structur9 Q This conditio~ ~plles tha~ 
the building will not tend to twist about a v8Z"d .. cal a.:xis when 81lbjee~~ed 
to ground BC~~lerationso 
In order to simplify. the analysis sufficie:ntly to pennit in01uf.l1.o:o 
of the duetile behavior of the Btructu~eB~ the roof tru8~@S aTe sgsumad 
to be infinitely rigid as compared to the column'a o The 6qu.1.~·3.1eJ."lt aprl.~g 
constants are evaluated by neglec;ting the horizoL.tal resis!-a:n.c6 of walls 
and assuming that the columna are rigidly jointed a.t tha t\JPo WI th ~:h88S 
assumptions it is apparent that these structures will exhibit the ~ehaa.!"·1Q 
type of deformation mentioned in Section 50 
/ 
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The roof trnss of en ordinary steel=frame mill building is uBually 
similar to one of the ,types sho~n in Figo Sd (31). 
The rigidit7 of a roof truss of this type is alw~s several h~dred 
times as great as that of the oolumna, thus for this case the aseumptio~ 
of an infinitely stiff roof truss is very close to the trutho Also the 
walls of mill buildings a.re usually light II and therefore offer only slight 
horizontal resistance.' Consequently this type of mill building c~ be 
considered as a clo~e approximation of the above ideal condition~o 
Initial stresses are entirely negleoted in the anslysisQ If the 
initial. loading on the frame is symmetl"ioa.l g then the momenta resulting 
from lateral distortion of the structure due to an eat'thquake will be 1X1 
the s~e direction as the initial moments for one column and in the oppo=, 
site direction to 'the initial moments for the other col\lmns~ it is filt 
that the net influence of the initial atres~es 1~ neglig~bleo Furthermo~$g 
after initial yieldingg subsequent elastic actio~ will be essentially fT®~ 
from initial atresses o 
Constants to be Evaluated. 
The equivalent concentrated mass for any frame is evaluated bj addc:o> 
ing to the mass of the roof adjaeent to this f:rams g the maBS of a erane if 
there is one9 and an equivalent mass for the col~~ pl~~ ~11s~ u~al1y 
the columns and walls a.re light as compa.red to the roof and theiT m:a~B may 
be entirely negleeted. ~ven when the columns sra very heavy~ good re~ult~ 
can be obtained by taking their e~ivalent ooncentrated mass as indlea~ad 
by K. Sezava and X. Kanai (6)~ 
" The equivalent spring constant k corraspondti to the forc's DeaeBGary 
to prodv~e a unit defleetion of the top of the col~ with respsct to 1i~ 
base. It therefore depend.s on the moment of 'lne:rtiaQ YO-w..g 9 9 modulus ot 
elasticity, the length of the column and also on the end conditionso It 
is evaluated from the following two equationS3 
i. For columns fixed at both endBo 
k~ 1~rn/L3 9 
ii. For columna hinged at the lower end. 
k:c 6Eln/L3 10 
i 
I 
I 
~ 
r 
t 
I 
i 
! , 
I 
I 
; 
1, 
f 
" f 
t 
~ 
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in which 
E c mod~ua of elasticity. 
Y ~ moment of inertia of one column-
n ~ number of columna resisting the horizontal defleetiofio 
(For the case of columns having different moments of 
n 
inertisg the term ni Should be replaced by Eli" 
1 
L :l length of columnso 
The ductile property of the structure is e~re8sed by the maximum 
relative dafleationo ~~ Which can be attained while the 9tr~tur9 Tsmal~s 
ela.t:itico This maximum iaflectionS) 6 0 therefor~ altso dapgnd~ e)~ the ~t::l,d 
conditions of the column~o It is evalua:~ed from the following two aqus.= 
tionsg 
io For columna fixed at both endso 
6 ~ MJ.,2/6EY ::l CJ L2/6JJe 
y , 
1io For columns hinged at the lower endo 
t:.= m2!3El ;2 Oy"L2/3Ee 
M ~ moment at the ends of the columnso 
CJy~ yield 5t~ess of the column~o 
c = half depth of the columns OT digtanca from tha 
neutral axis to the e~Teme fiber of tha columns o 
80 tim! t,ativna 
11 
12 
In applying the above equa.tions thTe~ limitatiolns will hal's 'to b,~ 
introduaed o 
10 All columns should ha78 the same valus., or at 1£.'3.6t h85l?@ 
approxi14a.tely the aame valueS) of L 2/ c: i~ o1:"de:ro that ths]' may all ~os~~Jille 
plaatic at the 83me tims o 
110 The m:a:terial should hB.'i'6' an ideal plastic CSh8.7ioro th9.~ 
i Sg it should have a. stre a8'~~8t:r'ain eu,r~e 61milar tf;) that sn,)w:,- 1.~ Figo 90 
.As stated in the introductiotlv idea1 pla.at,l~ity :r~m·"re6 the D.a~Sb= 
8i ty fOT considering an add! ti0nal paramet; erg the strai:u h3.!'deniug cos'fa:> 
ficianto The method of analysis derived for the present lIT~eotigatio~ 
lso how~e:r'~ appli~able to the oase of a st:r8.1n~ha.rdening mat.e:'lal o 
This extension is explained in Appendix II. 
iii. The columns are:a.ssumed to have ideal plastic end condi-
tions~ that is~ once the outer fiber of the member becomes plastiC g the 
whole section is assumed no longer to be able to resist any additional 
moment 0 The moments at the ends are to be constant under further danae=-
tiono 
Structural steel rolled sections have plastic properties ~ery clo6~ 
to these. idGa1i~ed properlieso The material in these 86CtioD.s is uBUa11y 
concentrated at the top and bottom. of the cros8=B8etic~ in order to Teai~t 
bending effecti~elyo For these Bections~ the difference between ma~ 
Btreaa and average stress is slighto thereforeo when ons part of the see=-
tion reaehas the yield BtreBB~ the average stress 9n the remain~ of thG 
section is only sli~htly below the yield ~t~easo Furthermore the bandiug 
resistance of the web ia very small and consequently the increase 1~ Te= 
.siating moment~ beyond tha~ which the section can resist elastlcallyo is 
amall o Common steel as~tions thus have properties vhich VGr,r closely ap= 
proximate the ideal plastic end condition assumed in this ~~a~s1ao 
On the other handg fo~ a reet~~aT ssetionQ the inG~ease in xs= 
sieting moment w5Uld. approach 50 per cent of the marlnmm elastic moment 
(see Figo 10)0 in using the glv~ equations to calculate the ductility 
inde:Z9 /j.g it wO'" d seem desirable in thi s eaae to modi.fy the yield st~ef:is~ 
How6'VeX'~ for mill buildings!) the columns a.re usually made f:rom 
rolled seetions fOT which' the idea11~ed conditio~g are approximately aa~1~= 
fied. 
9. Practical Valueg 
A study of the propeTtie~ of steel=irame mill buildings Shows tha~ 
the valU69 of the ~aX'1ou~ constanta mentioned above usually fall w1th1~ 
certain narrow limitso The nat1.U'al fTequecy :PD defined 8.S Jk/m: 
ueua,11y has a value of from 5 to 12 radiana per' ~econd\l while the duet:lli ty 
indexg 6 g almost a1\18.Y8 lies between 2 and 3 5\'~cheao 
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IT. METHOD OF ANALYSIS. 
10. Theoretical Considerations 
With the simplifying assumptions of the previous, chaptero a simpls 
frame subjected to an ea.~~hquake can be treated as a conc6Atxateo. mase en 
one end of a spriZlg while the other end is forced to dsoeriba a ~e7'ta1z. 
motiono The differential equation of d1sp1aeement ia very ea~J to e~tab= 
lish for this sy~tamo Ae,tual1y two eqllationa are reqnired s:lnc~ ths 
Btructure changes its properli'ss, when a. certain limiting el,9.~tie defl~.t:l~ 
~g is res.ched o 
10 The equation governing the motioz;. in the ela~tic range ibg 
If 
k(~ =X => a).+ ~.~ 0 13 0 
or rg 2 
Xl .+ P2xl~ P (Xo c+ a) 14 
in which 
X1(t) = the absolute movement of the rocfo 
X (t) ~ the assumed ground movemento 
o 
'X 
k 
m 
p 
= movement of roof relative to the ground o 
=\ ~he' equivalent spring constant of the siruct.u:os o' 
= fores'Belting at the upper end of the GclUIl1l!s required 
to produee ~1t deflection of the first sto~ rela= 
tiv6 to b,9.ae of structureo 
= the ~qui'Valent concen~:rate'd ma.~8 at the top of thG Gol~~'~6o 
= J k!m 
= the natural frequency of the structure 0 
8 = perm~~ent se~o 
iio The equation governing the motion in the plastic range iag 
n 
mXl + kn = 0 15 
when. x..,. 6 ::: ~~ and 
~ =~:l 0 16 
when :x: co 6 = ~~ 
-30-
or 
.. 
Xl+ 
2 0 
<t 
P ~::: , 17 
and n 
2 X1- P 6.:l 0 18 
respectively. 
or 
in 
or 
~ = ductility index of structure, the maximum def~eGtio~ of 
the top of a column rela.tive to its base which can take 
place before the onset of plastic action in the column o 
Jor a perfectly elastic structure ~- OOg for a perfectly 
plastie structure 6. ~ 00 
The general solutions for these two equations are as followgg 
i. ror the equatio~ governing the motion in the elastic rangSQ 
Xl :l A cos (pt '* ~) c4:> Xo "" 8 19 
': 
vl :: - .1p ain (pt <+ ~) 20 
11. :: v1!p 
= -A sin (pt +~) 
which g 
tI 
X (lIp) ·t 'X (cr ) sin p('{, c::> ,,.)d'f = I 0 0 Q 22 
ii. For the equation governing the motion in the plastic rangao 
Xl ::: - 1/2 ~;p2t2 .;0 bpt c+- o 23 
v l = - 6p
2t + bp 
u ::: vl/"p 
= - 6. pt + b 25 
when x - ~ :::: 6~ and 
or 
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when x ~ a ~ - ~Q A9 ~o b and c are arbit~ary constants which depend 
on the initial values of displacement g Xlo and velocity ~l (or u x p)o 
For a.n initial relative diaplacement of:l!: and an initial velp)clty ·:)f 
_ 0 
v (or'~ x p)~ the above equations redwce to the fol1o~n1~g8 
o 0 
ie For the elastic solutiono 
x = 
2 =1 8 :::: Ju 2 0{> (~ 01> B ) cos (pt + cot (x 
o ,0' @ 0 0 6 )/u ) o 0 
u ~ = /~o2 + (x = 8 ) 2 
0-0 
sin (pt + cot=l (x = a )!u ) 
o 0 0 
110 For the plastic solutiono 
x= 
u= = 6pt + u 
o 
when x = 5 :::: ~ 'i) and 
u= 
when x = a = -= 6 0 
6pt + u 
o 
30 
31 
32 
33 
To determine which of these two equations governs 'the motiQ~ ~f ths 
structure at a~ particular timeo the relative displacement min~8 the 
permanent set 0 x <= 50 must be compared to the duztili -ty indi~;E:D ~o Whari 
I x ~ 8/ is smaller than ~o the motion is guverned by the elastic eQua= 
tion~ when l:x = a I equals ~~ the moti(Ju will be governed by the plas'tia 
equationo 
In the ma:o.ner pre vi ouslye:xpl,g,inedl) the root maazl square ampl i t-d,d~ 
of each ground motio:.1. was made equal to -unit Yo The magnit"d.de of fua 
pulses of these grou.nd motiO::l9 are therefo:t'e sig:lif:lea.'rlt ('n.ly as Tel~<tl'fe 
value So If the resu.lts of a"1alyais using th:ls ~68.1"t.hqllakeIC w'lth u..u:~,,,G 
root mean squ.are ~,nten9i ty are to be applied to eart.hqusk:68 of' othe.~ i:n~ 
tensitles g the !'elatlve values of t.he parameters involving displa~me:ut 
(X1P Xog XI) U D vl~ 6 0 a~ etco) must be uaad o 
-3~ 
For a strong earthquake the root mean· square ampl! tude may reMh 
two or three times the unit value assumed above o If the analysis is 
carr~ed out using a similar earthquake but with unit root mean square inca 
tensity~ ell velocities and displacements must be modified in the sema 
proportion as the root mean square amplitudeso All values given in tha 
Tables in this report are in this sense relative values o 
The typ@ of frame structure Weviously described. usually haa a. 
dUGt~lity;, in.d.e~~ .6'J of from two' to three incheaoTh:,e values' of ' A for 
actual Btrong~motion earthquakes are about two to thre~ ~~che8~ therefors 
the relative value of b. rill vary in practice 'from 0 0 5 t9 :1050 Ifi thi~ 
stu~'J the relative ductility ~ndex9 ~o is considered in the range fram 
o to 2 0 0 0 
110 Graphieal Method 
While the graphical method developed for the purposes of this r~ 
port is not entirely newg it contains features of novelty which justify a 
deta~leQ expositionQ It differs from the conventional pnaas=plana t6~h= 
niqne in that relative rather than absolute displacements and velocities 
are usedo This modification 1s a distinct convenienee i~,handl~g abrupt 
ground. motioneo In addi tion g the phaB9=plane diagram giv~B the 'WS:l.tad 
quantity\} maximum relative displacement~ direetlyo ,Another devslopnap.t 
'" presented. here for the first time i9 the trea~ment of plastic as well aB 
elastic behavior in aphase=plan® diagram o 
It wag previously found that the equations governing the motioZl. of 
a simplified elastic structure are& 
2 ~) cos (pt ~ ~ ) 
o . 0 35 
IU 2 + (x _ B )2 sin f~t ~ ~ ) N 0 0 0 \~ 0 
in whichlJ 
cot -1 [(x = a ' J/~ 1 o 0) 0.J 37 
Theae equatio~e for x and u a~e parametric equations for a cirGle 
wi th cent eX' -E.t x = aD U ~ 0 and radius of Tht;;y 
can be th~'§ of aSJ desC1"':i'ping the motio:;l of a ~artlcle in a:n. 10:0 u. 
Angles pt and ~ are measured as shown 1M Flgo 120 
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When the simplified structure is behaving plooticallYg ths equ5.= 
tiong of motion vera found to bez 
when X= 
when X= 
x := '"'" f\1/2)~p2t2 <+ 11 pt 0;.. ... o oAoO 
6 ~ =A.I? 
11 a - llpt + u 
o 
11= Apt + u 
o 
Two parameters 
"Opt = pT + u / ~ 
° 0 
%a Z + 11 2/2A + 
0 
a ~ AfJ and 
pt = pT c::> u fA 
0 
X= Z <=> 11 2/2A '" 
0 
T and ~ are chosen 60 
% 
0 
x 
0 
tha.t & 
39 
40 
41 
44 
45 
wh~n x = a ~ <= /). 0 , 
Since ~ is always positive and since u alw~JS ha~ the aam$ 91~ 
o 
aB ~ <= l3 \I we Bee that u i~ alwa;ya positive in Equatio2! 42 and i~ alwsyc; 
o 
negative in Equatiou 440 The quantity A 16 positive by definitiono AE 
a congequenG8 T must always be negatiV60 Then the equations go~ern:1ng 
motiou for the plastic ease becomeg 
° 46 
when 
These e"''Prassio:tls for z and u. are parametric aqust iOllS fo~ s. p.s.::raool3. 
0, 2 
with vertex at z=:OfJ (:x:~ +u /2t.+7.)o u~Oo 
c.=> 0 0 \) 
FOT a.ny part icular structure ther e i 9 only 0118 '9°alue of the duc= 
tili'ty indexfJ t.fJ and this single value completely definee the 8ha.F'~ of 
-34a-
thi s para.bola. Theref'o!,6 only one shape of parabola appears in the graph-
ical analyais of any structure; this parabolic curve can be dra'Wll betors 
proceeding with the analysis. 
The significanoe of the parameters z and T is shown in Fig. 130 
It should be noted that x and u correspond to the point at which the ba-
o 0 
haviOT of the structure becomes plastic. 
As the structure undergoes further plastic deformation g a, eert~in 
amount of permanent set will be produced and the equilib~itml position will 
shift accordingly. This change in permanent sat is equal to the addition~ 
a,1 plastic deformationg therefore the permanent set beeomeag 
(x c::> X ) 
o 
(thus a ~ x t~) 50 
During subsequent elastic actio~ the mass oscillate~ about the new equilib-
rium positiono On the graphical diagram this elastic motion is represen~ed 
by the locus of a point describing a eircle about the new center 
(x = ! Sl 11 ~ 0) 0 
The above paragraphii present certain preliminary infomation naalSB= 
sa~ for an understanding of' the graPhical method ussd o The details of 
this graphical method can be shown most elsarly by conaidering ~tual pTob= 
lems c For this reason two illuBtTative problems are presentad in the fol~ 
lowing articleo 
12. Illustratiol:i ~ Analyai g of !:!l Elastic Structure 
; 
10 Graphical methodD 
The problem of determining the response of a simple alastie 
frame.subjeeted to a ground motio~ composed of only 3 pulse9 as 9how~ 1~ 
Figo 15 i9 chosen to illustrate the graphical analy~i8 proceduT9 d9veloped 
fa!:' the purposes of this reporto .A structuT9 'Yi-ith a natuZ's.l froqueneyg 
pg of 4 radians per second will be eonsidsTed,,' 
The3 graphical solution is the same as a :phaae=plane d.iagram\) 
bu·t 9 Einee the ground mo'tion is 8.SSUllleo.. to be a st®pped. :f'unetiol:l!) discon= 
tinuitiss of relativ~ displacement nppsaro 
Th~ eonplete 801ution of the problem described is gi~~~ 1M 
Fig~ 162..0 The coordinatea 9 x and Ul) aro r88pc~ti'1Fely the disp13.0E,ment 
of the roof relative to the ground and the ~elattv~ v610clty of th~ ~oof 
divided. by the natural frequency of the struct1ll"eo When the st:ructuT~ 
t 
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is in its initial positio~ it is assumed that the relative displaeemen~9 
x~ is Z8roo 
In this problem~ the fir~t ground movement equalij =105. 
units g therefore the relative displacement of the mass changes £rom zero 
,to ~lo50 unitso ' Since this ground movement is assumed to take plae~ in 
, '. 
an infinitesimal time 1nterwal9 the velocity of the mass will be ~ha 
. \ 
same befoTe and after the.pulseo In Figo 16ag point 1 0 indieate~ th® 
relative v61oc:1 t~ and relative displacement of the Ill.ass afte:r thie fi:ir~~ 
grattnd pu1se Q Eecause of the elaetie spring force of the col1~ThTI~9 th6 
mass begiiis to move in the direction of the ground diepla.~.emento. Ya 
the phas8=plane diagram this motion iso a~ wa~ pr8~iou.lS1y e:xplai~~d . 
, . 
(geB EquationB 350 36 and 37)0 ':rapresented by the locus ?f a point d·!l= 
scribing a GirGIe about th.e origino 
The I;18.S8 vibratee 'about ita equilibrium :p~sitiom. tmt110 
during the second cyele 9 it reaehea.the position cor~eepond1ng to poin~ 
2 on the pha9a=plane diagramo The angle from ve~to~ 1=1~ to veato~ 1=2 
eCiUals 4 % Ie) gO ~s.disns where. 4 radians peT second is the Xi·aturs.l f~®=> 
qu.6ne,y of the atru.cture a.nd 1080 seeond is the time inten"al oet'W'8m. 
the first and second gTotmd movement\D The seeond ground mCl'Vement (l1!®t 
movement ~ 105 units) is represented by the jump from point 2 to poi~~ 
2 9 of the diagramQ Here agaiID. there is a oudd~Zl. changa 1ID. :relati 'l?~ 
displaeement but n~ change in velocity of tha ma8S o Suo66quent elaati~ 
vibration is represented by a. circle abm.lt the o:,1gin with rad:luB eqtW.l= 
.ing l"?~o 0 This co:nstructio~ i13 repeated for the third pulse in the 
present il1ust~ative problemo 
The maximum :rt9~(jn~eof the gtruat~e i~ 8limply the m~ 
relative displa.aementl) ::Kmss? attai:a.sd. at 8:;i.~ timso From. the ~aph:lea1 
d1agram Q the maximum Te~pO~8S in this case is 5027 unitso 
Figure 16b is a complete analysis fo= the regpo~~e of all 
ela.st ie st rn~tur6 with a. natural .fl"e<ru.eIlcr',1 'OJ Po of 4 radians per saeond 
subjected to the assumed ground motion of Figo 10 
The ~C1lraey of this graphiGal analysi s depends on. the 
9~ale used and· of course on the care of the drafts~o y~ general o th~ 
accuracy of an an9..1ys:la such as that sho~ in F1.go l6b it) wI thl)u t\r"~:) 
or three per cent. 
... ; ....... 
It is possible to make this analyais analytically by a numeTl~ 
Gal ste~by=step procedure whiCh essentially follows the graphical proc~ 
dure. This numerical method is generally slower than the graphical method. 
and is mOTe susceptible to errors. It hasg howeveTo been ueed to check 
the a.cCUl"B-."7 of the graphica.l constl"tlctiono The problem which was solved 
graphicaliy in Fige 160 is solved by the numer1eal method in the fol1o~~g 
article o ' 
i10 Numerieal Method o 
The pr'oGedure followed in the numeriGal ana.lysis is illuBt:r>s:ted 
by solving the same problem solved graphically in the previous seetionQ 
The complete details of this solution are given in Table 6~ this analy~1& 
follo~ the graphical analysis step by stepo 
The graphical diagram for the ntho pules and the interval e.ftsr 
this are Shown in Figa 140 The terms used are defined in Table 60 
Immediately preGe~1ng the nth. gTound pules the valuea of % 
n 
and u 
n 
aTe a.ssumed to be knOWD.o Immedia.tely s.f'ter this pulse the ::>ele.= 
tive disl'looement of the mass is chan,gsd by an amount X and the velocity 
n 
of the mass is the same aa it was befor® the ground motion occurTed~ Tha~ 
and 
From these 
eomputed. o 
and 
Q 
% = % + X 
n n n 
9 
U =11 
n n 
9 9 
valueg of ~ and U I) 
n n 
It then follows tha~g 
51 
52 
Q 9 
the angleo an~ and Tadiu~D ~n 0 ean b6 
53 
FrOID thi s angle and. radius :i:n+l and ,,'ltn+l are ea.sily d€t errrl'inei o This 
process is repeated for all puls8so 
YZl. selecting the value of the marlrrrcun relat iva defL"'] ':j~o the 
roagni tudes of radii which rot~.te thr-ough angles crossing the ~~-':' ";:-: S mu,Bt 
also be considered. 
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13. Illuatrati~ ~ Ar.!Slysis Including~ Plastic ~ti on(J 
1i::!.o To illustrate the application of the g~3phie9.1 prcc~dur~ to 
t~e analysis of a ~1mp1e structure which deflects be.yond itB ela~tic 
limitp a frame simila~ to the elastic frame previouely anal~~6d ~ill be 
1nvestigatedo A fTame which has a dUGtility inde%o A~ of 2 ~it9 and a 
na.tural freque~~yo :p~ of,4 radians per see~nd will b~ cons1der~Q Th~ 
same gTound motion of lig~ 15 composed of only 3 pulseG is aga.in uBed 
for 1l1uetraiiono 
Before proc~eding with the analYBis it is e6n7enie~i to d~aw 
two 8U.Xil1ary diagrsms o The fiI"st of these (se,e Fig" 11$l.} , 1~ ~b.~ p..a~s.= 
bola\) ~ ~ (1!2)l:!. (pT)2 ~ u;: llr/2 fOT ~ ~ 20 whi ell Tall3.t~8 the ~ala.ti~e 
d.18plaesment ~d 7®lccity' of them8.~9 when the €pri~g is pla8~ie 
( l:x c=> a I ;: ~)o The parameter pT which 1a ma:rk~d on this eurwe b.s.~ the 
same d1mensi:on~ as pt~ these "Va.lue~ ean be add.~ dire~tlY' to detenni!O.s 
t,he angle ,of !'o~atiog;, of, the radiuii "We~~oT9 .To Fig~® 1 To 1a simpl~ iwo 
parallel lines g ~ ~ ~ ~ t20 This d1ag~am i6 ~sed to indieat® the 
11mit~ of elastic aetiono 
It is convenient to make the gra}:hi'~al an$l.lye:is ~ tTaei~.g 
papeT BO that the ~11ial'Y diagrams G~ bs ~e6n if they are :pl~®d u.:::ld~~ 
the working ahee~o The original relative dicpl~@me~t of the ~aS9 i8 
a.ssumed to be ~e:roo that i 91) be! OTe the £1~Bt grmmd P"..iiS~Q ag:.:o 0 
In th19 prob16~ the graphical di~am i~ 9ta~ted i~ e~~tly 
the same m~er a~ fo~ the ela8tie aa~$" 1t iB c~n~6nient to pl~~ 
Figo ITo under 'the working sheet and 'to adjust it ~,~ that th& oTlgill and 
x=axia e\)1~c.d.d.eo The ¥,:)int at which plad<ti'~ a~~io:::l sts.rti:l ~a.n theM be 
deteeted immediatelyo 
in thi§ 111~~trat1o~ the fiT6t F~se is ~~ly the same a~ 
for the elaatle problem\) that iSl) during this tims the ID£U:'-::unilli ~elati,,;~ 
After the s6~('l::r.d g!"ou.ud pu'lse t.he rel3.t.i va di eplacement (.If t,ha mass is 
given by the ~ covrdi~ate of PQint 2Q which lias ontsic® the ~6Ttie~1 
linel) II :;: 2\) of F:lgo l(bo The fr~~~ has ther$.f(~:re m:rff'eTcr:! :p1a8t:1e da= 
fomatioll ~o tha'l.i there'lB now 8. pB!'manaui: th3-('1l a 0 The 'V'81~1e!ty of the 
masa happtm.s to be to'W'B'rd the equillbri'ti:tl p)sltlon S~ tha.t th@ ~·:Jt:lo~:, 
will at,ill be repressnted by a cirC!ular ~re~ the cent.er ~f thla sr~ is 
at the p01nt x ~ a II u. ~ o. This new eq:tL\J.lb::'i~u.m pvl!!t 1S IJcated ::1.t th~ 
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origin of Figo 17b when this figure is shifted so that the right vertical 
line (~ s 2) passes through the point 29 0 
The structure ~ts elastically until the maSB reaches the posi-
tiou rs-presented by point 2 10 which is on the left vertical line (~==2) of 
Figo ITbo Aa long as the Tslative deflection beyond this point increasSS i 
the structure behaves plaaticallYI} therefore this motion will be repre= 
sented by a parabolic areo 
The parabolic arc can be easily drawn by pIecing Figo 17a u:i= 
der the wO!'king sheet~ this f'igu~e shou.ld 'be pl~ed so that the z and x 
~99 coincide and point 2 00 lies on the parabols.o The value of the parametero 
pT, on the parabola at point 2~ denotes p times the time necessary for the 
velocity of the mass to be redueed by zero o Another ground. pulBe m9.Yg how<=> 
everg occur before thi s. time o in this case the parabolic are would erid at 
a discontlnuityo Thig diseontinuity would 'be followad by a cireular are 
or a eantinuation of' the parabolao depending on the relative location of 
the equilibrium positiono eo 'and the relative di9placementl} Xo 
~e time interval between the second and third pulsea i~ 
1.9 ~ 76>6o!p Bec o and the time' already lapBsd during the elaeti.c motion T~ 
presented from point 2Q to point 2~ is 2007!p 6eo o { 2 g 07 radians is the 
angle of rotation of' the radius vector scaled fTom the graph)o We Bee from 
the parabola that the time requ.i!'ed to reduce the velocity to zero aftex 
plastic action starts is Oo6!p aeC o 80 that there will 'be furlhel" elastic 
motion before the third. ground pulse occur1:3 Q After the ma.ss reaches i t~ 
00 e 
maximum relative displaeement o represented by point 2 0 the value of 
lX\ will decreasG o Thereiors g ~ltll the third ~c~~d pul§® oeeuT~o the 
mass will oacillate elastically about its new equilibrium positiono Thi~ 
equilibrium position 1s again at the ~rigin of Figo 170 wnen thiB diagram 
is placed UYlder the work sheet so that the horizontal axS5 coincide and 
r~ c 
the left vertical line (~= <=2) gosa through point 2" 
This construction i~ repeated for the third pu~se of this illus= 
tratl'"i€ ·g~ound Eotiono The TIl~irrrmn T2sponse :is the~n determined by scali&<g 
the magnitude of the maximLilil relatlv8 displacement fre-m the disgraillo 
Figure 18b is a complete analy81s for the respotl.$e of 8. 8t:t"U~c=> 
turs with P ~ 4 radian.s per second and II ~ 2 subJe:Jted. to an a.ssu:rri2d g:'c;u.nd 
motion of Type I (see Figo 1)0 
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ivo - Numerical AnalysiBo 
,_-- The _ same problem o with D. :: 20 will be solved again- to 
illustrate the numerical a;naly9is when the structu!'s deflects beyc::d .. 
its elastic limito 
Th~ computations are very similar to those for the numa~= 
ieal analysis of the elastic structure o Since the at:ru.ctu.:>s can behave 
plastically it is more convenient to record the values of x = B, and 5 
than- to use the value of ::A': direetlyo When lx = 8l < 6, the etT'tlCtuTs 1~ 
behaving elastically and ita motion ia represented by a cire~e with 
center x ;g a g U:i2 00 Whenever I x = 61 ~ 4 the Si!'UGtuT6 iflbeha.~ing 
plasticallyo T4e change il!l relative di aplaeement during plastiC a©~io:Q. 
1St! 
55 
where u i is the value of u at the start of the plastic aeti~n and Us 
is the value of u at the end of the plastiC aatiofi o The time inteT7al 
, during this same plastic a.etion iBn 
Tp ~ l/~p CUi = ue ) 
These expreSSions f~11ow from Equationa 46 0 470 48 and 490 
The time interval 'between :pulses is usually long enou.gb. 
for the velocit7 of the mass to reduce to ~ero befo~e another pulse 
~te~ therefore u is u§ually zeroo Details of this analysia are giv~ 
- e _ 
in Table 70 
TA'BIJD 60 
I LLUSTRAT I'VE mOBLE~t I & GROUND MOTION Ip P = 4~ 6 Infinit®o 
No o lllnpo Duro X pt x UO 1'" f3 g xn+l u Tn+l ~n+l n n n n n n n+l 
1 =10144 10B4 +1 .. 14)~ 7036 +10144 00000 10144 00000 +0 0542 . -10007 10144 +1001'7 
2 +00903 1072· e>20047 608B =10505 =1 0007 10811 *20552 .",10S11 +0 0 013 10811 40"0.001 
3 cVo0 0394 1060 c)oOoOO9 6040 .,..1 0802 ,*,0 0 013 10802 c::>Oo007 =10788 +0 0 223 10802 0>00124 
4 =00)66 1.37 c}l .. 260 a04g =00523 +0 0 223 O05~~ =00400 =00527 =0.225 005~~ +2. I2/$ 5 +0 0149 1024 =0 0 515 096 =1001~2 =0 0225 100 +20929 =00037 c=>1.059 100 +10 86 
6 =2 0 002 1090 cr2 .. 151 7060 +2.114 =1.059 20364 +00465 =00 494 =2.312 20364 +1 .. 781 
7 ,*,0.273 1.24 =202"75 4096 =20769 =20312 30607 . +20446 +10563 =30251 30607 +10123 
s +10459 1083 =10186 7032 +00377 =30251 30273 +10455 =2 .. 606 =10981 3.273 +2<>492 
9 ?Oo170 0089 +006S9 3056 =10917 =lQ981 2.757 +20340 ~2 .. 557 +1 0 031 2 .. 757 . =2.753 
10 +00330 1038 +004-40 5052 +20997 ~10031 30169 =20810 +10453 +20B16 30 169 =20047 
11 +00~j4 loig =O02~4 6026 +102.06 +20B16 30 065 =1(1976 +20613 =lo§OO 30065 ~Oo 512 12 =10:-/93 0., B +205 ., 0(2 +5024 =10500 ~0450 +00279 ~20~51 -=40 82· a0450 +Oo9~9 ~ 13 +10946 0,,32 =30939 lo2S =0093g =4.582 06B7 +107B3 =40 13 =00361 0687 +3 00 3 0 
14 v20955 0020 =1000') 0 0 80 =50682 =0.,361 ~0694 +3,,017 =40222 +30820 . ~o 694 . =0 07}.6 0 
i~ .yolo 265 1018 +10 69'J 40~2 =20532 +30820 05g3 =00986 =30B39 =20 a03 0533 +205b4 =00119 L,66 ·"lo9g4· 60 4 =10B55 =20503 30115 c4-20209 =20612 =10 97 3·115 +20566 
11 +0 0035 1096 =Oo/a4 70S1f =30366 =10697 ao 11O +20675 colo 71t-4 +3 .. 342 ~o770 =loO~O 18 <4-10277 0040 =102 2 1060 =20986 +30342 0482 =0.,842 +30428 . +20B87 .482 =204 2 
19 =0043° 1081 +107tJr 7024 +50135 +20SS1 50891 =20629 +5.318 =20534 50 891 +0 0 445 
20 +00114 0095 =00544 3080 ct>40 1'14 =20534 50404 +0048g =20225 +4.925 5.404 =1.147 
",00114 =20111 +40925 5 .. 358 :t5035S 
X :: total ground mO't1-'em<S~;tt during the ntho pulseo 
t n ;: t:lrrw iute'rv 3.1 bG'GwBan the ntho and (n <{- 1) tho pulseo 
7~ ~ I'81t::.tiva di8placament immediately b~fore the ntho pulseo 
xfL ;: ~'31i1ti7a di 3I)1ac.ement 1mr16dia~ely a.fter the ntho pi.l1ee o 
11 ~ ~ U U ~ lip timee t.heve1ocity of the mass during the ntho pulseo 
'ilL. ~~ 
r ~ 1 z--:-- 2 
n 'X .. ? ~ 
J.l • ( 
::;'; th3 clockwIse a.ngle fX'om the :K=:axis to the radius vectors 'l' positive when mea8U.red from the 
p0s1tiva x diraatioM and negative when measured from the negative ~ direGtio~)o 
f'" ""-.~~·'-'~&-\!.I.., .. r·II#,~··-.....r"'·f·"-~_·""'~"'·'~"~~""''' A. .. .. ~I .. p' • - __ r----....... ~~I"7t".,..·. 
TABIJD 70 
I LLUS~rRAT IVlll PROBLEM 11:8 GROUND MOTION ID P ~ 40 ~ = 20 
~ b B 0 ~ No o Amp 0 Duro X pt XO = 8 u I' X = i ~+1 rn+l ~n+l 11 n n n n n n n n+l n 
1 =10144 10B4 +10144 7036 +10144 00000 10144 +00000 ·00000 +00542 . ·=100°7 10 141~ . +1Q077 
2 +00903 1072 =20047 608S =105°5 =1~O01 10811 +20552 00000 =10811 . cCoO o 013 10811 =0 0 007- ___ 
3 +0 0894 1060 UfO 0009 , 6040 =10802 +00013 1 0 802 =00007 "0.000 =107S8 . cO-Do 233 10802 =00124 
4 =003.66 1037 ... 10260 a048 =0052g +0 0223 005~3 =Oolwo 00000 =00521 .=00225 . O05~) +20 ~33 I. , 5 +0 0149 1024 =00 ~515 096 =10042 =00225 100 6 ~2o 929 00000 =00°37 <=10°59. 100 b +10606 
6 =20002 1090 +20 151 7060 +20114 =10059 <\-0 0 114 +20-©OO ,=10 (159 20265 +004B7 
7060 '+00114 =20000 =10 059 20265 cr20655 
50431 . ~Ool14 =20280 00000 2021.30 =Ooo,JO 
40901 =00166 oo200Q'~ . 00000 2000:) =0 0 lxJD 
40901 =00166 =0 0316 =10964 2 0 000 ... 10760 1-
7 +0 0273 1024 =20:215 4096 =20651 =10964 =0 0817 =20000 =10964 20803 +20365 ~ 0 
4096 =00811 =20964 O~600 2096'4- =00000 
3097>3 =10161 =20000 00000 2000i) =OoOyO 
)09'78 . =10181 +10340 =l o 1{g4 2000~) ct>O,,836 
g <\-10459 1083 =10186 7032 ~Oo154 =10484 10 492 ~lo 467 =10781 ~10199 c:{)oBS6 10492 +20504 
9 +00710 0089 ~O0689 3056 =00510 =OoSgg 10024 c{)o20092 =10181. +00821 +00604 1~024 . 0=20511 
10 ¥O0330 1038 ,*00440 5052 ~lo261 ~o0604 10404 =20691 =101B1 ~0049g ~10313 10404 =10934 
11 .005fL} 1099 =00244 7096 ~00254 +10313 10331 =10762' =10781 ~1027g =00391 10331 +0 0297 
12 =10993 0018 *,20567 00 72 cV>30g45 =1:>0391 +00064 +20000 =0 0 391 20038 a»Oo193 
0012 <t>Oo 064 ~lo 246 =10613 2 0 038 +00913 
13 ~lc946 0032 =30939 1023 =20693 =10613 =00629 =2~OOO c>10613 
102B ·=00629 =20650 00000 20650 =0 0 000 
00413 =10279 =20000 00000 20000 =00000 
00473 =10279 =10180 +00911 2 0 000 =00473 
TABLE 7 (Ooncluded). 
ILLUSTRATIVE PROBLEM II g GRcmID MOTION I ~ P = 4g II ;:: 20 
No. Amp 0 Dur. 1 0 0 a ~ 0 0 pt x .", a u :r 6 xn~l= ~n un+1 r n+1 S n n n n n n n n n+l 
14 +20955 0c,20 =1 0 009 OoBO =20789 +00911 =20068 =20 000 +0 0 911 20198 =<>.421 
0080 =20068 =0 0 7lRf ,*,2.070 2 .. 1gS =1.221 
15 +1.265 loIS: +10690 40 72 <VoOo 950 +20070 - 20278 =2.001 =20068 +20000 +10091 2Q27g =20642 
l~o 079 =2.o6~ ~20293 0.000 
30533 =1 0 710 -}20000 00000 20000 +00000 
30533 =10770 =10849 +00764 20000 =00392 
16 =0.719 1066 ~109g4 6064 ~O0135 +0 0 164 00116 =10 Qf46 ..:.1.710 +O~393 +00669 00776 =20102 
17 4>00 035 1096 =00754 7084 =00361 ~Oo669 0.160 =10°16 =1 0 710 +00664 ~O,,370 0.760 =20633 
18 cy.lo 277 0 040 ..,10242 1060 =0 .. 578 ci>00 370 Oo6s6 =0.570 =1.110 +01»38, +00561 0.686 =20170 1-19 =0.430 l o S1 ~lo101 7024 .. 2c1094 ~Oo561 = 1 I) 676 <+ 2 0 000 +0.567 ~ 
7024 =10676 o}20 aBO 0.000 2.0BO +00000 
60956 =ltD 596 +20000 00000 2.000 +O.OGO 
60956 =10596 +1.564 =10247 2.000 +00673 
20 .yo 0 0 114 0095 =00544 30BO ~lo020 =10241 10611 +00,s85 -10596 ~o.o44 <\io1Q610 10611 <=>1.544 
+00114 +0.,070 ,*10610 10612 
g • 8 ~ permanent get after the nth~ puls6G 
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V. DATA FROM ANALYSES 6 
14. Maximum Response of StructureG. 
fhe ma.n.IUilm responses of varloulD ~truGtureB to five groUlld. mo-
tion~~ as dstermined by th~ gTapni~al analY~.B de~~r1bed in th~ pT®vi~ 
oua chapter are listea i~ Tables 8 to 130 Also 11~ted are the average 
reBpon~e8 fOT the firgt·thre~ random ground motionB and fOT all fiva 
groUl'ld motioXlB o The signifleanc® of these Teeultii is p6!'hRp~~holfZl 
mors c16~~ in Figso'19 to 32Q 
In rig. 19 is aho'lfll the responae of the simple type of. at1"U.ctuT3 
, oongidered "in this work to a gTcund motio~ of Typ~ I (see Figo 1)0 
T"n.~ "ii~~Aightc=>llne !egments draYll between the ecmputed poi~t~ should no~ 
be tak6fi to represent the actual ma:rlmum response &~ 1n~em6diat~ 
point~o Rat~erg th®1 may bs oon~1d~red to rspTSeent th® apprc%ima~6 
trend of ~he ma.nmu1!l r~BlX>n\jeo ~o 'lllujStrste the d~e7' of teZing thsila 
6traight=11ne e~gm6ntB too 1i 'f.el"'allyp addi tiona! s.ns.1ye~8 veZ'S msds fv:' 
natul"a1 :fTequ~m.ei~~ p lying b~tv9~n 9 and 10 radians pel" aaeolld 
(period ! ~ 0070 = 0 063 9800)0 ~he8e are BhoWM conn6eted by bTOk~ 
111'1e8 0 'rhey expose the IOfin~ strnetuT~iO of ths dia.g%'~ ~e1"7 cle·3.Tly. 
~ie same eautiOOl 6hould. be obeen-ed in the interpretation of all 
graphs of this Glass o While a aufficient number of POi~t6 haB been 
compUted 1:n e~h caae to eneure tha.t 1"10 iIDpo:rtant ma:x!ma. hav~ b e8:il 
omi t~Gd, there ha.s1) in geneTall) bsS',Q. no attempt to 61q)OS@ the listaile1 
fine ~trueture of the r8sponge cur~~5o 
y~ each of Figs. 20 to 25p the responses of structures with th~ 
~ame value of the du~tility i~d®~o ~o a~e plotted for th~ five 1d~al~ 
ized ground motions o 
In ~ig8. 26 to 30 the'Te~ponse8 of 8tructur8~ with diff~~ent 
natural frequencies yare plotted against the d~tl1ity index for ~RCh 
of the fiv@ gTound moticns o The effect of plastiG damping on tha 
reductio~ of the response of atructurea 1S c16~rly shown in theae 
figure~e ~e 6..~t9. used hers at'6 the same cls.ta. useii for: Figso 20 to 25g 
is (a) the general decrease in response with deereasa in the ductilitr 
index, and~ (b) the general leveling off of the response curves When 
the ductility index exceeds l2~ These matters will receive further 
eomment in Chapter 11. 
Figures 31 and j2 sholf the averages of the ma:x:imum- r.e8ponsa~ for. 
various duetility indiee~o 
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! T).:BLE 86> 
! 
RESPONSE OF STRUC1\JRES'1/ /j. Ynfinitso i 
t Ground Motlo:xl Av 3 A"? 5 
t T P 1: 11 11J: IV V MotlcII.8 Motions 
• 1057 400 5089 5$65 9023 308g 8042 6092 6061 t 1026 500 11002 1 005 6 .. 0 12047 6079 9067 8065 10.65 9064 9065 
t 0090 70 0 70(8 0.79 800 7028 3071 7059 90 05 6003 6019 6014 .o~ 70 900 13047 
o~63 10e O 8004 5019 5059 5840 6051 6027 6016 
0057 1100 9010 
0052 1200 8838 6020 12053 5070 7015 9004 7099 
0 .. 48 1300 9052 
oJ~'5 1400 5005 ' 6804 4050 7090 {037 5 .. 20 6011 
0<»69 901 11 0 03 
.006s 902 ' 8095 
00675 903 9029 
0061 904 8054 
0066 '90; 7 .. 24 
00655 906 10082 
0065 907 12022 
0064 90S (5091 
00635 909 605S 
I 
I TAB IE 90 
RESPON'~~ OF S:rRUCT1J.RES 0 ~ :a 2 .. 
Grty'@d l-!cr~,::'Lo);2. g 3 A-v 5 
I T P I II III iV V ~tio~6 M.)ti O~~ 1.57 400 4006 6034 3094 )og4 2083 4078 4022 I 1.05 6.0 ~ 4~ 4,,1~ 4~94'· . -~ ... q"1j 7., 23 4085 ~_ ';!=i 
I 
..... 0 _ 
3054 4:36 .,.1--.,.1 0.79 goO 5055 3 cue;- [022 4009 4071 0,;0, f 
0.63 10.0 5,,13 3050 3043 603~ 8 'it 4o:J2 50·30 ,,- . 
0052 1200 '"F 9"' 4025 4065 6,,93 6.43 5067 6 ,,)~ I· - .'-~ 
. 0845 1400 5.02 4.71 . 5050 4073 50(14 5.,06 5.00 
TABLE 10. 
RESPONSE OF STRUCTUBES g ~= 1.5. 
Ground Motion Av 3 Av 5 
T I II III IV V Motions Motions 
1.57 400 40 18 6062 3079 4001 2093 4.86 4031 
1005 6.0 5.41 4.40 4007 3029 5·50 4.63 4053 
0079 s.o 6019 2.63 2090 3092 8042 3091 4081 
0.63 1000 4 .. 84 3039 2099 3890 6046 3.74 4032 
0052 1200 6.92 3094 3084 6075 5003 4.90 5030 ; 
0.45 14.0 3045 3069 4.25 4015 4038 3080 3098 
T}'."BLE lIe I I 
f 
RESPONSE OF STRUCTURES~ !::,.:;: 1. f 
, 
Ground. Motion Av 3 Av 5 
T }) I II III V Motiona Mot ions I 
400 4060 6091 4027 4019 40 40 i 1·57 2085 3035- ) 
1.05 6.0 3.81 3098 3000 4029 4081 3.60 3098" -t 1 
0.79 800 6.31 2095 3075 3029 7070 4034 4080 1 00.63 10.0 4030 20 67 2039 2055 4073 3012 3033 j O."~ 120 0 5054 3072 2089 4093 3033 4.05 4008 ! 0045 14.0 3.,54 3010 5010 4026 3034 3091 3.87 ! 
! j 
i 
l } 
TABLE 120 
RESPONSE OF STRUCTURES 9 6= 0·5· 
Ground Motion Av 3 Av 5 
T P I II III IV V Moti ens Moti ons 
1.57 4.0 2.81 4.60 2034 .2.72 3038 3025 3.17 
1005 600 3035 2.98 2056 20 80 3027 2096 ' 2099 
, 00 79 800 3.85 3050 3017 '2052 6002 3051 3081 
0.63 10.0 2.96 2019 1.93 2·95 41»40 2036 2039 
0052 120 0 3.33 3075 2098 2·98 2·75 3035 3&16 
0.45 14.0 3009 2047 3041 3027 4006 3.01 302(' 
, . 
, '0: •• ~: •• <'!;~: .• ' .. '~. 
TAEUl 130 
EESPONSE OF STRUOTURES!! 
Ground Motion Av 3 A'?l' 5 
T p I II III v Motions Motions 
.All values 
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VIo CONCLUSIONS. 
15. Discussion of Data from Ar..a1ysiso 
(A) On the asgumption of perfect elasticitYg two similar struc= 
tures with slightly different natural frequencies may suffer very differ=-
ent amounts of damage as a result of the sama earthquakeo There :1s Q 
however~ no indica.tion of a so-called "dominant ground :periodl~g that iS t 
within the usual frequency range of structures there is no indication 
that a stl"1lcture with some particular natural frequency will be IiTu.ch 
more responsive to an earthquake than another .structure~ 
In Figo 199 the ~eapon99 of elastic structures is sho~ for dif= 
ferent values of the natural frequencyo po The additional pointa com= 
puted for na.tural frequencies between 9 and 10 radians per second indi= 
cate the large variation of maximum response which is possible (on the 
assumptio~ of perfect elasticity) with only a small differencs in 
natural frequeneyo 
(B) The statement has been made that a 6tructurs which has with= 
stood one earthquaks without serious damage will not neGss9arilY safely 
withstand another earthquake of similar intensityo This is tTq.6 partia't1c= 
larly for elastic structuTes but to a much lsss9T deg~ee for 9tructurg~ 
with small ductility indiees (stiff structure~)o Figarea 20 to 25 sho~ 
that the response of a structure to different esrthCfl:i.Ekss can va-:y wideq 
even though the ea.rthquakes have the 6Bme root mean squa!'a intensi tyo 
Differencsa in response for different ground motions axeo ho~~~e~g m~h 
lesB pronounced when the structure has a sm311 ductility inde%o 
(0) Figures 26 to 30 show that structures with gmal1 ductility 
indices are much less responsive than are elastic structure9 0 That iaQ 
the maximum response of a structure is greatly reduced by plastic action. 
At first glance this seems pnradoxical be~ause larga defleations are 
usually a.ssociated with plastiC actiono It is true that to cauae a spe~ 
cific reduction in velocity under plastic action~ the increase i~ daflca= 
tion has to be greater than would occur lli~del" ela8t.lC aetlono This dli=-
f erence in deflection is· actually the diff erence bet'W'een the p'a.rabol:1c 
and circular curves in the graphical diBocrramo The deer ease of max·lmu.;n 
response with ~ increase in ductility results from relatively large 
damping of the harmonic v'ibrations by the plaatlc aetiono The same con.,. 
elusion can alao be obtained from considerations based on the energy loaa 
of the v1brator,y system due to plastic hyater.eais. 
Figures 26 to 30 also 1ndieate that structures having ductility 
indices la.rger than 10 have the Bame maximum response tha.t they would have 
if they were perfectly elast1e o Su~h structures are ~lexibls enough 50 
that they either never develop plastic action or elae they IQshska dc'WD.~~ 
to use the term coined by Prager and Hohenemser p after a few etresB cycleB 
and thereatiezbeha~e e1astically& 
(D) The maximum response of simple structures appesrs to be inde= 
pendent of the natural frequency of the structure when ductility is taken 
into a.eeounto Thi§ is made 8.pparent by the average of the respo:nsea to 
the dif£~r8nt gTound moticn9 8.8 sho~ in Figso 31 a~d 320 When the d~= 
tility 1nd.e:z.: is Bmall it is particularly apparent that this mean madtim-.:un 
response is constantg thia ca.n be e~la.ined by the more r:rsqu91l~ OGGU~ 
renee of plastiC aetion when the d~tility index is small o A8 the amount 
of plastic aetion increa.ses g the effect of the vibration decrea.ees until\) 
in the 11m! t g the reapons~ of e. strnetur~ with any na.tural fI'squ.en~ whs.t= 
soeve:!" is eimply'the net ground displacement" lIb:aminatioXl of the ~a:ph= 
1eal analyais diagrams shows tha~ e%ceptions.lly large responses res-alt®<lg 
in most ea§esl) from harmonie e~itation of the structure by two or thr~~ 
almost re60nant pulaas o Whe~ the structure has a low ductility ind~ th6 
effeet of this excitation is gxoss.tly redueed by ds.mpingo 
(E) The maximum responses obtained for elai)tic strnetur,slB with 
natural frequsnciss of 39 6 and 12 rS:diana per second Gho'l,t' 19.rg~ v8.1'1a= 
tiona from the mean mClwnmum 1'8sponseo This obsenad varia.tion may be e'%= 
plained by a relation of theae frequenciea to the mean time interval b®= 
tween puls8so 
The time interval betwa13n the varioua ground motion pu1sea waTe 
chosen randomly within the range of 001 to 2 0 0 s6Dondsg the me3~ lntG7~al 
between pulses is therefore 1 0 05 sec;ondso The 8:ng1.9 bf :rota'r;i(ll(! Qf the 
radiu.s veGtor in the circular phaS8=plane diag:t>3ll1 is equal to tha time 
:1nta!"~'al mill tlplied by th~ ~';tf;ura1 fTequB:::lC;Y ~f the structu:r6 Cpt) 0 T~~ is 
mea-np that the average a~gle of rotation of t.hi.s ra.1ius vector f"H" st .. , 
tures with a natural frequeneyg Po of 3~ 60 ~tco radians per se~~nd is 
TT., 2!TII etc o radl~s between ground pulseso Harmonic e:xcdtation by :rea~:"ru= 
ably large pulses does not require that the pulses be preci8~ly reaonanig 
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almu8~ equal effect is obtained by pulses with various P6Ticds o wlth1~ 
a limited rangeD if the mean of theBe peTioda is close to reaonanee o 
Since the ground valses are random in dire~tiono we cannot neceBeaT1~ 
expeet greater harmonic aXGitation for 9i~turea with naturalf~5= 
quenc1ea of 3 or 6 radians per secondo Howevero from the above ~on= 
siderations we might 9%peat the observsd large variations of ths m~l= 
mum response f'rom the meano If' analyses were made for a. larger numbsx 
of ground motiona we would expeet the mean lliaxim.'Wfi X"eapo~se to app1"oacil 
some constant value o 
(F) The mcu:imum shea.ring for esa in the ~olumnB generally 1n= 
crease aa the stiffness of the columns 1a increased o Wh~ the ductility 
inde~g 6 0 is smal10 the shearing fOTGS is directly propoT~ional to th~ 
column stiffnesso in faet it is equal to ~ timee the stiffneas o FOT 
elastic structures the ma:D.trrom shea.ring for~ 1'8 the ms.:;d.m-.mt res:po!l.s® 
multiplied by the 8tiffne6~o theref'or6g in thia aaB6 0 the ground motio~ 
largely controls the magnitude of' this maximum shearing fore~o 
(G) SineeD othar things being e~ualo stiff at~t~eB will have 
smaller values of the d~tility inds%D &0 1i fol1o~~ that such ~tTU~= 
tures will undergo leas defomationD provid.ed that the d®fo:rmatiOlr6 doe® 
not reach such an enrem6 magnitude that aetual rnpturl5l of the eteal 
skeleton takes placsQ 
Stiff- st~ctureB whieh Bnrvive an esrthquske may therefoT® be 
expected to suffer le~e m.lpenicisl c1..a:msge (destruct1oal of CUTtS.in 
walls p bTeeking of l1ntelso window8 0 and intaTior partition~)o 
A digest of these conclusions appea~s in Chapter 1 of this 
reporlo 
160 Comments o 
(A) Before designing structures to resist earthquake~o avaIlable 
records of local earthquakes should be stud!6do 6Bpecial1y if the local= 
ity is in a region which is recogni~ed 8.8 ea:rthqo..ak:8=aet:i~eo The ro~\; 
mean square amplitude of eaxthquake ~B.inst which it is consid.ar€d 
desirable to design nm.st be deter'mined. befO:r'9 the results of ~7S~tS ", 
such as the present.- O:\l$ -esn be applied o This d8termiT1atio~ will a1wa.ra 
be a matter 1nvolvir~ careful englneerir~ judgmento 
-7~ 
(13) The ground motion's" assumed. in this study have a total dur-
ation o£ 20 seconds.. .Actual earthquakes usually last considerably longa~ 
than thiso The 20 second interval is actually" assumed to represent the 
Btrong~otion duration of an earthqnaks9 that i8 0 it represents the i~te~ 
val of the earthquake which causes the greatest damages to stru.ctureso 
(0) This study is limited to idealized motions of simple" ,Bingl~ 
story frame mill buildiligso "The Gonclusions therefore a.re not a:pp11eabla 
to" buildings outsitis of this classo 
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.ANNOTATED BrnLIOGR.~RY 
I. Response of Structures to Oscillatory Disturbances. 
1. "Vibratio:n. .. ~'1a1y8is!)t~ by No 0 0 1·tikloBtad D First Edltio.;'l!) 
McGraw=Hi11 Book 0000 New Yorko (1944)0 PPo 1=137. 
This text contains in Chapters II=IV a comprehenGive pre= 
sentation ·of the theory of vibrating systems wi th a single 
degree of freedomo 
20 mvibration Problems in Engineeringo~ by So Timosheriko g Se~ond 
Editiono Do Von Nostrand o New Yorko (1937)0 ppo 1=110 0 
This well=known textbook discusses general analytical 
methods of solving engineering vibration problems o 
30 IOThe Theory of SOU!ldo 10 by Lord Rayleigho Second Editiono 
Macmillan and COo D New Yorko Vol o 10 (1394)1) especially 
po 130 0 
This wal1=known classic co~rehensively describes the 
, mathematical analysis of vibrating systems o 
40 ~Theory of Vibration of Buildings 1uring Earthquakeso~ by 
M. Ao Eiot o Zeitschrift f~ Bngewandte ~~thematik und 
Mechaniko :BtL. 140 Ho 40 (1934) D 1:Jpo 213=2230 
In this pape~ is derived a fundamental theory of vibTa= 
tion of structures under ea'l'thqtiJ3kaso The a.."1alysi § of 
"earthquake=I'roof to stru~uI"es with a flexible f1 rat floor 
is investigatedo 
50 ~Some New Problems of Foread Vibratio~a of a Stru~tureo~ 
by Ko Sezawa and Ko K~lat9 Bulletin of Tokyo Imperial 
University Earthquake Research lnstituts o Vo1o 120 (1934)0 PI' 0823=8530 
This paper deals with the problem of str~GtuT~E 6UbjeGt= 
ed to horizontal ground movements of simple harmcnic typeo 
60 ttSom~ New Problems of Free Vibrations of a Structure!) 10 by 
Ko Seza,,,a and Ko Kan~i!l Bullatin of Tokyo Imperial Uni~eT= 
sity Earthquake Research Institute!) VoID 120 (1934)0 
7. " 
PPo 804=8220 
The obje~t of this study is to find mathematically the 
periods of naturai vibrations of frame structures having 
different types of c:onnec:tio1l3 of c.:Jlumns with flo8rs and 
bas9s o and to obtain general criteria cuncerning the 
stiffness of a building resIsting horizontal vibrat.ions o 
Earthquake<=:Shock Transrnis si on in Tall Buildings 0 " b~ 
Ho Mo Wastergaardo Enginoering New8=Recordl) Vol o 1110 
(Novo 30 0 1933)0 ppo 654=6560 
II. 
8. 
9· 
-76-a 
This paper descrlbe.s in detail the upward progression of 
shear deformation resulting from a sihgle shock impulse and ita 
successive reflection~ an~zed by a simple approximate method. 
~~icg of Package Cushioningp" by R. D. Mindlin, ]3ell System 
Technical Journal~ Vol. -24 g (1945)~ ppa 353491. 
This paper is divided into four partso Part I is concerned 
primarily with methods for predicting maximum acceleration of 
the packaged article with emphaais on non-linear cushioning. 
Part II. deals primarily with the prediction of the form of the 
acceleration=time relationo Part IIY deals with the effect of 
acceleration on the packaged artiele and gives methods for de= 
termining whether or not the strer~th of the packaged article 
will be exceededa Part IV gives some consideration to the _ 
influence of distributed mass and elasticity. 
"Friction in Buildingsolts Magnitude and Its ImportanGe in 
Limiting Earthquake 5tresses D " by Merit P. White 9 Bulletino 
Seismological Society of Americao Vol. 31 D (l94l)~ PPo 93~99. 
The purpose of this paper is to describe methods of meaGUring 
damping in buildings and to give what a.re probably typical 
results. 
10. ~Interco~~ection of Translational and Torsional Vibrations in 
Euildings~ t~ by Ro 50 Ayre o Bulleting Seismological Society of 
Americao Volo 28 9 (1938)0 ppo 89=130. 
This pa.perd~~cus9as vibrations in buildings of a general 
forma The chief purpose is to show that horizontal transl2!P 
tiona and rotations about vertical axes are inter=connected when 
the center of gravity does not coincide with the intersection 
of the principal axes of inertia. 
110 ~Analy8ig of Seismic For~e90~ by G. Wo Housner; unpubliShed 
manuscript 0 
An analysi~ is made of the response of linearly elastico un= 
damped structuTes to e~Tthquake ground motionso The effect of 
the earthqu~e 1s characterized by an intensity factor and the 
effects of the physical properties of the structures are 
eva.luated. 
Analyses of Local Earthquake Motionso 
-12. "Characteristics of Strong=Motion Earthquakes\) II by Go Wo 
Housner D Bu.lletin!) Saismologicel Society of Americno Vol" 370 (1947)0 pp. 19=310 
Strong Illotion earthq:J.akes are shown to possess the charMte!"= 
istics of randomness~ the pulses are r&""1dozu. in dircctio!lo in 
magni tud~ e.."1d in. time o It is 8..l~g'e8ted that the eff 8Ct of earth-
quakes on structures may be investigated by using a set of ran= 
dom impulaea. 
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130 "Analytical and Experimental Methods in Engineerir~ 8~ia= 
mo1ogyl)~ by Mo Ao Bioto Trans~tional) ASCE o Vo1o lOBo 
(1943) 0 PPOo -365=4OBo 
By introducing the so=ealled ~~~celeration spectTUm~ 
an upper limit can be evaluated for the stresses produc&d 
by earthquakes in undamped structures of given dynamiG 
propertieso The possible effect of certain stress=re= 
ducing factors is studiedo 
140 "Engineering Seia~ologyo~ by Ko Suyehiroo ProGe8ding~0 
ASCE" Vol o 58 0 paxt 10 (Mayo ,1932) I) PPo 1=1100 
ioLecture 19 History of Development of Seismology 
in Japano 
Studies of the Kwanto earihquake o the Tango earth= 
quake and. the Norther:;o. Id·a 8B.!'thquaks ar e discus Gad o 
iio ,Lecture 2g Engineering Sei~mologyo 
Methods fOT recording earthquakes and the possible 
characteristics of such records are di8cusaedo 
li10 Lecture 3g Vibrations of Buildings in An Earthqdak~o 
This paper is a discussion of the bshavior of 
vibrating buildings and the rrnltual action between 
their foundations and the aajacent groundo 
150 "Measuring Earthquake Int ensi ty iu Pounds per Square Foot 0 so 
by Eo Mo We~tergaardn Engineering News=ReGordo (April 209 
1933) I) po 5040 
A deduction baijed en a cQ~trclling maximum ground 
velocity for all periods in a given disturbance is sugga~t= 
ado 
160 lOAn Investigati em of the Effects of Earthquakes on Build= 
ingsoM by Go Wo Hou~nero Thesi§8 California Insti~te of 
Techno1ogyo 
The for Cl9S induced in buildings by earthquaks9 are 
investigated o The effects of some of the pr~si~a1 proper= 
ties of st.ructures are det ermiked 8.:.16. f~bm .an analY61. ij of 
earthquake records some gene~al properties of e~rthquakeB 
are deduced o An investigation i8 also made of the disSl= 
pation of eners~ of vibration due to th~ propagation of 
el8.st ic waves in the ground. o 
III. Other References c 
17. t'iSpira1 DiagramB to' ~olv8 Vibration Damp'lug ProblemlSr> rq by 
Ho 00 Fuchso Product Engineeringo v610 70 (A~o 1936)0 
ppo 294=296 0 
A graphical method for the solution of vibr-atio:l d2UIlp= 
ing problem5 is de6cribed o 
18. "Gyrograms fot' Simple Harmonic Systems Subjeeted to Exte:=nal 
Foree~o~ by V. Rojanskyo Journal of Applied Physics o Volo 19~ 
(March 1948)9 ppo 297=3010 
A graphical method is described for the approximate inte= 
gration of equations of the form mx + kx = f(t). It is 
e~aentially the same as that given in reference 170 
19. ~A Mechanical ~lalyzeT fOT the Predic~ion of Earthquake 
Stresseso t? 1:;>y Mo A. Bloto Bulletino Sei$llological Socie·ty of 
Americao Vol. 310 (1941)0 PPo 151-1710 
The psper describes how a mechanical analyzer Cfu"1 be used 
to compute the spectrum cuI'V'es' for earthquake motions" It 
also shows how the spectrum can be used to evaluate earth= 
quake stresses in complicated structureso 
200 'OCalculating the Respon5~ of an O'§cillato:l' to Arb! trary Gro1.llld 
Motion o U by Go Vio He-u.i3naW9 Bu.lletino S~1~ologi~al Society 
of Americao Velo 310 (1941)0 ppo 143=1490 
Simplified methode for computing the respons~§ of o5cil1~ 
tor~ are deseribed in this papero 
210 tuEarthqua1te Reais"Gancs of Elevated Water=Ta"lk9 0 ~ by Ao Co 
Ruge g Transacticnso ASCE o Vol o '1030 (1938) 0 ppo 8g~949o 
The problem of buildi:ng el~ated tank s~l""LL.etures that are 
truly earthquake=resistant is eonsidered in detailo e new 
type of construction embodying ine:reased fle:r::ibility combined 
wi th snubbing acti on is suggested as a practlGal Bolutio7lo 
220 ~amie Distortions i~ Structures Subjected to Sucien Earth 
ShoGk~~ by Eo Ao WilliamB o Tranaactions o ASG~o Vo10 1020 (1937)0 PPo 83B=8680 
This paper contains the r9su1t~ of ~odel experiments OD 
a single mass syst~ ~~d a theo~etical analysis of the 
ba'hawicr of ~. elevated '<later tarLk o :Beth cases eonsia.er a. 
sudden shock followed by hs.rmold0 vi-brat ions 0 
230 QQThe Analysis of Strol!g Motion Earthquake Records wl-th the 
Electric A.,.,.alog COmp-tlt6T. o rJ "by Go U a HOliSTIOX' &'1.d Go Do McGa..'1.n g 
::Bulletin!) Seismological So·~letj' of }...merieao Vol~ 390 
(1949) 0 PPo 41'"-"560 
Thi 9 papsr describes the applicat ion c~f an alzc;!ric analog 
computer to the e:o.alYfii s v f 63IthciCi.Zt.2:o :re-::~}:rd Dlol 
24& i~ibratio:ng in Mu1 tiple-=Story 3tl"Uctl1:res frc\u'! Earthqu.akss o ~ 
bY' P. Eo StB'y-enG u J3ullstl:ti.n S0i~:::...::'c-gicBl B0C~.Bty i..~f f.mB:·ici3.o 
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APPENDIX I. 
The graphical method of ana.lysis whieh has been dS9cribed. ean 
be e:xtended to apply to any ground movement which is a line.~ f~~tio:il 
of timso In the pre~ading analysis it is 3.9sumed that the gTound IDf:)V6= 
menta can be batiEfacto~lly repre~ented by a stsp f1L~ctio~o It is 
!,ossible9 howaver~ tha.t the a.etual ground mOV'6ment~ ~an be b~tter r®= 
:plaeed by some other aerles of movement s which are linear with respoo't 
to timso 
·The general foJ:'m of this altern.ate type of ground :m.ot1~ iii 
.... 
sho\1f.A in rigo 60 During s:ny time inteNal it is assumed that the g:ry~i 
moves with constant velocity but dU!"1ng a following iXlteNal the mo"7~ 
ment can be in another d1reetion with a diffe~®nt eonstant veloci~ro 
The ground m~tio~ is th6re£o~e represented by a asriee of li~~ 
functions of the general type 
57 
in which 
r = conatant velocity of the mo~emento 
s = ground displacement at the beginning of the movement 
Zne differential eqaation of motion of a simple elaeiie f~am~ 8tTUet~~ 
gubjected to this ground movement 1s 
(x + 5)) ~ 0 
o 
or 
59 
Therefore 
60 
and 
61 
Denoting by x and v the relative displacement a.nd relative velocityg 
respectivelyo of the mass withreapect to the ground Q 
x ~ ~ en XC) 
:2 A GOS pet + ~) <+- 8 
I 
V ~ vI = Xo 
U :: vIp 
= c:> A sin pet.;. f3) 64 
These equations for x and u are parametric equation~ for a c1r~16 
rl'th ee:J.teT at x ~ 8 \) and 11 ~ 00 The :respol1\as of e. fl"8ms to this ground 
m.ovem~t ean therefoTe be re:pr-saented graphioally by a. cirGle as was dona 
for the stepped ground motio~o Ho~avero in the present Gase there ~~ 
abrupt changes in relative velocity although the relative diaplaeemant is 
smootho Therefor's there will be sudden ch~e~ of u in the gJ>a;phieal-
diagram and x will be smootho For the atspped=typa ~ound motio£l ~he:i:"e 
ware sud.den ~hange9 in Xl) while u was snootho 
FOT a structure which behaves pla9tieall~ in a manner simil~ to 
the idealized behavior pTaviaualy describedg the equations of motio~ a.T~ 
66 
when x ~ a = ~~- and 
68 
when x - 6 = ~o The relative values D x and U o for the general li~6~ 
type of ground movements~ are then 
x =: Xl c::o Xo 
= = (1!2)6p2t 2 ~ bpt + c = (rt + s) 
e 
11 = -~ CIO X /p 
.l. ~ 
70 
1 -83-
" when x - a = ~, a.nd 
x::: (1/2)Ap2t 2 + bpt + c - ,(rt + s) 
u = Apt + b - rIp 
when x - a' = -6.. 
or 
and 
X=- 1 22 (1 2) t. p t + u pt + x . 0 0 
u = - Apt + u o . 
x = (1/2)b.p2t 2 +' u pt + :x o 0 
u = Apt + u o 
7.1 
72 
73 
74 
. 75 
76 
respectively. Xo and. PUo are the initial relative d.ispl~ement and. 
relative velocity respective~o These two equations are parametric 
equations for a parabola similar to the one 'previ ously describedo 
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APPEND IX I I 0 
With slight further modificationg this gTaphical method of anal-
ysis can be e~ended to simplified structures made of materials with a 
streBs-strain rela.tion similar to that ahown in Figo 330 Here"1 t is 
\ 
assumed that the material undergoes a eon6tant straincchardening w4slQ. it ' 
is stressed. abov.e' the yield point. '\ 
, , " 
lithe material has been stressed to the amount indieat~d by 
point d in Jigo 33g it is assumed that" subsequent unloading ~~11 be 
elastic o During unload':lng g the stressc=strain relationship :1s represent<=> 
ad by a. line de pa.rallel to abC) Furthermore it is assumed that further 
loading resulting in Tsveraed stress will follow a stress=atrain rela= 
tion such.as is represented by the line cedo 
,the stress-strain relation for compression will not be the same as for 
tensiono 
The r,elat ionship between shearing force a.nd rela.t ive lateral 
deflection of the columns of the simplified frame is assumed to oe 
proportion~ to' the stress~strain curve as is shown in Figo 340 This 
fOTee~deflect±on relationship is not exact g but is an approximation 
of ~he action of common symmetrical rol1ed=se~tionso It is assumed 
that the resiating moment in this type of column is developed wholly 
by the flanges and that the flanges are uniformly stresaedo 
The following structural properties are defined with referene® 
to Figo 3~o 
Slope c:;. b1 ~ kl 
:& the ~shearingtQ stiffness (spring constant) of the 
c~lumn corre~~nding to the first modulus of 
elasticity. 
Slope 0l~ ~ ~ 
c the ~Shearing~ stiffness of the column correspo~d~ 
ing to the second modulus of elastici tyo 
~ b1 == ~ 
c deflection at which there is a changa in modulus 
of elasticity for material which has not previously 
been overstressed. 
-86-
:: the nplaat~c II deformation or permanent set 9 
= ~ a 
= ~ + k2a/(~ - k2) 
= .~ 
= ~ - k2~1 (~ - k 2 ) 
When the spring constant is proportional to the first modulus of 
elasticity of the material, the analysis will proceed as originally de-
scribedo The centers of the circles of the analysis diagram will remain 
at one pointg x =!~ u = 0, until a certain limiting deflection~ cor-
c c 
respo~ding to the change in modulus of elasticity, is reached. This 
limiting deflection is given by 
~ = a 0 + (~a) a = 5 0 ~ 6. + kl a 01 (~ - k 2' 77 
or 
78 
These equations represent two vertical lines a distance ~ aparto these 
linea indicate the limiting deflection in ~actly the same way as did 
Figc 17b for the perfectly plastic case. 
When the deflection is such that the modulus of elasticity has 
changed value~ the governing differential equation is 
Since the permanent set~ 
we have 
so that the differential equation becomes 
t9 
mll : (k1 - k2)~ + k 2 (X1 - Xo):: 0 
The general solution of this equation is 
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~ = A cos P2(t + ~) -+ (kl .., k2) ~/k2 + Xo 83 
in Which; P2 = Ik2!m, A and ~ are constants of integration9 and Xo 
is any linear function of time o The relative deflection and relative 
velocity therefore are 
84 
and 
85 
or to 
U :i v/P2. 
= -=A sin P2(t + ~) 86 
to Again x and u are parametrio equa.tions for a circleD in this caae the 
u 
'" center is at ~ = .; (~ = k 2 ' 6/k2D Uo = 00 
Here!) 
= the scale of the velocity ordinate after the chang5 
in modulus of elasticity has occrurred o 
UO = v/pl 
= the scale of the velocity ordinate before the chang~ 
in modulus of elasti'cityo 
The relative velocity of the mass with respect to the ground 
will be the same immediately before and after the sudden change in the 
t1 10 
modulus of elasticity, however at this instant u and u will be diff$~= 
ent in view of their defini~ionso There will therefore be ~~ abrupt 
change of the ordinate on the gTBphical diagramo It Should also be 
noted that the rate of change of angle of the radius vector will be 
decreased o 
When the maas starts to return to the equilibrium posit.ion\) th~ 
shearing force in the columns will decrease and therefore the first modu= 
lUG of elasticity of the material will again be effectivso The cenier of 
-88-
the circular diagram will then shift to the equilibrium positionp that is, 
to the point 
x = ~ c 
o 
87 
gg 
Continuation of the analysis will be a repetition of the step just de~ 
scribede The sudden changeiin.ground velocity should be treated as out= 
lined in part I of this appendix. 
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FIG. 33 STRESS -STRAIN CURVE FOR I DEAL 
STRAIN-HARDENING 
F (SHEAR FORCE) 
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FIG. 34 FORCE-D;SPLACE;'·1!::NT CURVE FOR 
IDEALIZED COLUr\1N 
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